
Preface

In the beginning group theory dealt with finite groups, for example permu-
tation groups of the type which appear in Galois theory of field extensions.

However, the step from permutation groups to transformation groups is
a simple and natural one. Consider for example the set of isometrics of the
plane R2 . Clearly, they form a group under composition; we denote this
group JVC(2)( suggesting motion). We can now parameterize this group.
If g E MVC(2)let t be a translation such that g - 0 = t ·O (g · x denotes the
image of x under ). Then t-lg ·O = 0. Let e1. e2 denote the coordinate
vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1). Choose a rotation k around the origin 0 such that
k el = t-lg el. Then h = k-lt-lg fixes both 0 and el. Since h. e2 lies on
circles with centers 0 and el we have either he2 = e2 or rh · e2 = e2 where
r is the reflection in the x-axis. Let p E R2. In the first case h p lies on
circles with centers in 0 el and e2 so h p = p. In the second case rh. p = p
for the same reason. We conclude that g = ts where s is in the orthogonal
group 0(2) which is generated by the rotations z -* eiaz and the reflection

z . Thus JVC(2)is described by three parameters.
Let O(n) denote the orthogonal group in R n that is g9 0(n) if and only

if ( .tI. g. v) = (vU,) for all vectors 'u and v, ( ) denoting the scalar product.
Consider the case ',, = 3. Each E 0(3) has a real eigenvalue A and IXl = 1.
Thus k maps a line I' into itself and leaves fl invariant. Also k C 0(2)
so we get a parameterization of 0(3) by combining parameterization of 
(coordinates in S2) and the angle of rotation in {±. Thus one can develop
calculus (integration and differentiation) on such groups.

More generally if Al is a Riemannian manifold the group I(M) of its
isometries can be parameterized (in terms of the geodesics in ll) in such a
way that the group operations are expressed analytically in ternms of these
parameters.

This brings us to the definition of a Lie group as a manifold G such that
the group operation (g9,h) ' g-lh is analytic from G x G to G.

Lie had the idea back in 1874 to try to create a theory for transformation
groups which might (lo for differential equations what Galois theory did for
algebraic equations. Here is one of Lie's theorems (1874).
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Let pt be a group of diffeomorphisms of R2 depending on 1-parameter
t, so = I, ps+t = ostp.It is said to leave the equation

dy _ Y(x,y)
dx X(x, y)

stable if each cptpermutes the solutions. Consider the vector field

{,= d() t=o ) }(it J.1 ay

Theorem 1. If Pt leaves the equation stable then the function

(X - Y)-l
is anrintegratingfacto'rfor X dy-Y dx i.e., Y - = dU and thus U(x, y) =
C is the solution.

Example (i)
dy y +-z(zx 2 + y2)

dx . - y(x2 + y2)
This can be written

dy _ 

+ d_ z +y. (1)
.r dz

Recall that dy/dx and y/x represent the slopes of the tangent and the radius
vector, respectively, and also the formula

tan a - tanll 
tan(a -13) = 1 +- tan catan /3

The equation (1) thus shows that the angle between the two is constant on
each circle through 0. Thus each rotation

pt : (:r:,y) - (:r(os t - y sin t, x sill t + y'cos t)

leaves the equation stable. Now

(199t(X. = 

so acc(ording to the theorem,

[. - y(: 2 + y 2)] dy - [y + X( . 2 + y2 )] dX-

(.: - (:X2 + y2))x + [y = X(:.2 +-y 2 )]y
is a differential dU and we see easily that we can take

U = arctan ( -

so solution is y = :rtan (+2 +- C) .



(ii) Another example (Lie 1874).

02 u Ou

arX2 at
Transformation in (x, t, u) leaves equation stable if it permutes the solutions.
Lie determined this group. It is a product of a 6-dim group and an infinite-
dimensional group. Most subgroups of these are rather trivial, but one is
important. It shows that if u = f(x, t) is a solution then so is

()( .) - 1-.I:t
VI /s4st1 + .st' 1 4st

(iii) Another eample: (E) 1 stability group the exceptional

grlloul G 2

Theorem 1 led Lie to an intensive study of transformation groups. Gener-
alizing the Pt above he considered transformations T(xrl,..., x,) (x'...., :)
where

x2 A (:l, .. . X.n; t, ,tr)

depending effectively on r parameters ti, the f/ being smooth functions and
the Jacobian (fi/Dtt:) of rank r. Also the identity map I corresponds to
(tl .., t) = (0, . . .0) and if 5 corresponds to (s , ... , Sr) then TS-1 is for
small ti, sj given by

/i<= .k(:i. . ,; 'U .... 1Ur)

where the 'Uk are analytic functions of ti, sj. Generalizing the (4 above Lie
considered the vector fields

T i,i=1 \04, t=okO 

and proved the following fundamental result.

Theorem. The bracket

[Tl, e] = T T - T o T.

seatiSf7es

I

Where the ce are constants satzsfying

fP=q +CP C=& P q )= 0
k1 1k', m mqk ky(lk}

q

This leads to the concept of a Lie algebra.
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Definition. A Lie algebra is a vector space V over a field such that there
is a bilinear map (X, Y) [X, Y] of V x V into V satisfying

[X, Y]= -[I, X]

[X, [Y.Z]1+ [i [Z.X]] +[X, [Y.Z]] =0.

If V has a finite dimension with basis (Xi) and we define C by

[XL,X] = cX. (*)
k

then the above relations are satisfied. Conversely, if (Xi) is a basis of a
vector space V andl we define a rule of composition by (*) then the relations
imply that V is a Lie algebra.

Lie's proof was omplicated(l we can now give a simpler proof. Lie also
proved a converse (Lie's 2 d and 3 rd theorems), at least locally.

Historically the theory of Lie groups started with applications to differ-
ential equations in mind. This remained a project of Lie. Primarily through
the work of Killing and Cartan, Lie group theory was developed on its own
but got tied up with differential geometry, particularly with the advent of
fibre bundles.

In the mid-twenties applications to physics came about and this has
continued to our days. A journal on mathematical physics will have Lie
groups on most pages. A very important application came in the mid-
fifties to the theory of finite simple groups. Lie theory played a major role
in the classification of these finite groups. There has also been a kind of
renaissance in applications to differential equations; also in number theory
and automorphic formns.So Lie groups do indeed play a central role in many
fields of mathematics.
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